FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Leo Vozel Returns to the Market Data Department of Jordan & Jordan
New York, NY – March 26, 2009 – Leo Vozel, a recognized authority on exchange market data
distribution and compliance policies, will rejoin Jordan & Jordan’s Market Data Practice as
Managing Director beginning in April, 2009. Leo’s expertise in this area provides insight into the
complex market data usage and compliance issues many clients face today.

Tom Etheridge, Managing Director of Market Data for Jordan & Jordan, welcomes Leo back to
the team. “It’s great to have Leo back. Leo’s knowledge of exchange data distribution and policies
is unparalleled in the industry. I’m looking forward to working with Leo again serving our clients.”

Leo Vozel adds "I am excited to re-join Jordan & Jordan, a well-known and respected financial
information solutions provider, and again be a part of its Market Data Services group. In today’s
difficult economic environment, I look forward to working with this experienced team to provide
innovative business and technical solutions for the market data issues of our clients, whether
exchanges, financial institutions or vendors."
Leo’s focus will be marketing, vendors, exchanges and index providers. Tom will focus on
engagement management and end user firms.

Leo served as the Managing Director of the Jordan & Jordan Market Data Practice for just over
ten years before retiring last year. He has managed projects related to market data distribution,

exchange compliance and exchange pricing and repackaging. Leo also served on the Executive
Committee of the FISD and was co-chair of its Business Issues Advisory Committee.

Prior to joining Jordan & Jordan, he spent six years with Dow Jones Markets/Telerate, with global
responsibility for managing all contractual, compliance, audit, business, and marketing
relationships for over 150 exchanges. Leo has a BA degree in Economics from Columbia and an
MBA in Marketing from NYU.

Jordan & Jordan is a market data, management and information technology services firm
specializing in the financial services industry. The firm’s key focus is to bring seasoned industry
professionals with practical financial services experience to assist clients in meeting the
technology needs of their end users.
Jordan and Jordan’s professional teams bring a broad range of market data expertise and
experience gleaned from all segments of the industry: brokerage firms, market data vendors and
exchanges. Jordan & Jordan has been able to effectively integrate the knowledge and expertise
of these resources into a cohesive team to provide market data focused services to clients.
Significant engagements have included managing multiple global exchange market data
assessment and compliance initiatives for major investment banks, performing exchange market
data audits, preparing responses to exchange market data audits, performing cost reduction
analysis, formulating market data strategies, conducting market data vendor selections and
developing market data entitlement and reporting systems.

For additional information about Jordan & Jordan and its Market Data Practice contact Tom
Etheridge, etheridge@jandj.com, 312-622-5296 or Leo Vozel, vozel@jandj.com, 212-652-4468.

